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DNA-binding proteins often play important role in various processes within the cell. Over the last decade, a wide range of
classification algorithms and feature extraction techniques have been used to solve this problem. In this paper, we propose a novel
DNA-binding protein prediction method called HMMBinder. HMMBinder uses monogram and bigram features extracted from
the HMM profiles of the protein sequences. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of HMM profile based features
for the DNA-binding protein prediction problem. We applied Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a classification technique in
HMMBinder. Our method was tested on standard benchmark datasets. We experimentally show that our method outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods found in the literature.

1. Introduction
DNA-binding proteins play a vital role in various cellular
processes. They are essential in transcriptional regulation,
recombination, genome rearrangements, replication, repair,
and DNA modification [1]. Proteins which make bond with
DNA in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes while performing
like activators or repressors are DNA-binding proteins. It
has been observed that the percentages of prokaryotes and
eukaryotes protein that can bind to DNA are only 2-3% and
4-5%, respectively [2, 3]. There have been a wide variety
of experimental methods such as in vitro methods [4, 5]
like filter binding assays, chromatin immunoprecipitation on
microarrays (ChIP-chip) genetic analysis, and X-ray crystallography which are used to predict DNA-binding proteins.
However, these methods are proven to be expensive and time
consuming. Therefore, there is a growing demand to find a
fast and cost effective computational method to solve this
problem.

Most of the computational methods used in the literature
to predict DNA-binding proteins formulated the problem
as a supervised learning problem. Practically, the number
of known DNA-binding proteins is very small compared to
the large non-DNA-binding proteins and unknown proteins.
DNA-binding protein prediction is often modeled as a binary
class classification problem where given a protein sequence
as input the task is to predict whether the protein is DNAbinding or not. Note that the challenge here is to select
a proper dataset for training and testing incorporating the
imbalanced situation. Many supervised learning algorithms
have been used in the literature to solve the problem. Among
them, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [6], Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [7, 8], ensemble methods [9], Nave Bayes
classifier [10], Random Forest [11], Convolutional Neural
Networks [12], Logistic Regression [13], AdaBoost Classifier
[5], and so on are well-regarded. Support Vector Machines
(SVM) are one of the best performing classifiers used for
DNA-binding protein identification [7, 8, 14, 15].

2
A great number of web based tools and methods are
developed for DNA-binding protein prediction and are
available for use. In this paper, we would like to mention
several of them: DNABinder [7], DNA-Prot [16], iDNA-Prot
[11], iDNA-Prot|dis [14], DBPPred [17], iDNAPro-PseAAC
[8], PseDNA-Pro [18], Kmer1 + ACC [19], Local-DPP [20],
SVM-PSSM-DT [21], PNImodeler [22], CNNsite [12], and
BindUP [23]. Most of these methods have used sequence,
profile, or structure based features. In structural feature
based methods in the literature, features used were structural
motifs, electrostatic potential, the dipole moment, and 𝛼carbon only models [13, 24, 25]. On the other hand, sequence
based methods often depended on the PSSM profile based
information or pseudo-amino-acid compositions [8, 14, 15,
17, 20, 26, 27]. In [28], HMM based profiles were used for
generating features for protein fold recognition.
In this paper, we propose HMMBinder, a novel DNAbinding protein prediction tool using HMM profile based
features of a protein sequence. Our method uses monogram
and bigram features derived from the HMM profile which
shows effectiveness compared to the PSSM or sequence based
features. We also use SVM as the classifier and standard
benchmark datasets to test our method. Using the standard
evaluation metrics, our method significantly improves over
the state-of-the-art methods and the features used in the
literature. We also developed a web server that is publicly
available at http://brl.uiu.ac.bd/HMMBinder.
The rest of the paper is organized following the general 5step guideline suggested in [29] for protein attribute prediction. First, benchmark datasets selected for this problem are
described followed by a description of the protein representation by extraction of features. Then we describe the classification algorithm that we selected for our approach followed
by the performance evaluation techniques deployed in this
paper. Lastly, we describe the web server that we developed
for this problem. The results section presents the details of
the experimental results followed by an analytical discussion.
The paper concludes with a summary and indication of future
work.

2. Methods and Materials
In this section, we provide the details of the materials and
methods of this paper. Figure 1 provides a system diagram
of our proposed method. For the training phase, all the
protein sequences are fed to HHBlits [30], a sequenceto-sequence alignment software using the latest UniProt
database. HHBlits produces HMM file as output which is then
used by our feature extraction method to generate monogram
and bigram features. Monogram and bigram features are
concatenated together and then used as training feature set
to train the classifier. We use SVM with linear kernel as the
classification algorithm and a trained model is stored for the
testing phase. Testing phase is also similar to the training
phase; however, the labels for the test dataset are not given
to the classifier. This stored model is also used for the web
server implementation of HMMBinder.
2.1. Datasets. Selection of benchmark datasets is essential
in classification and prediction design. In this paper we
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Figure 1: System diagram of HMMBinder.

use a popular benchmark dataset called benchmark1075
to train our model. Later we test the performance using
cross validation and on a separate independent test set
known as independent186 dataset. This section provides a
brief overview of these two datasets. Both of these datasets
are widely used in the literature of DNA-binding protein
prediction literature [8, 14, 18, 20, 31].
2.1.1. Dataset Benchmark1075. This dataset was first introduced in [14]. This dataset consists of 1075 protein sequences.
Among them, 525 are DNA-binding and 550 are non-DNAbinding protein sequences. All the protein sequences were
taken from PDB [32]. This dataset is one of the largest DNAbinding protein prediction datasets and thus suitable for
training purpose.
2.1.2. Dataset Independent186. Lou et al. [17] constructed
this independent dataset consisting of 93 DNA-binding
and 93 non-DNA-binding protein sequences. They used
BLASTCLUST [33] on the benchmark dataset to remove the
sequences that have more that 25% of similarity.
2.2. Feature Extraction. The training dataset S used for
a binary classification problem consists of two types of
instances: positive and negative. Formally,
S = S + ∪ S− .

(1)

Next, the task is to represent each protein instance as feature
vectors suitable for training. The idea is to represent each of
the protein instances as a vector of features.
𝑃 = [𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , . . . , 𝑓𝑛 ] .

(2)

Here, a protein, 𝑃 ∈ S, is shown as a feature vector
with dimension 𝑛. Most of the methods in the literature
of DNA-binding protein prediction use either sequence and
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PSSM profile based features or structure based features. To
the best of our knowledge, there has been no application of
features using HMM profiles. In this paper, we have used
HHBlits [30] to generate HMM profiles. HMM profiles are
comparatively more effective [30, 34] for remote homology
detection. HMM profiles were generated using four iterations
of HHBlits with a cutoff value set to 0.001 using the latest
UniProt database [35]. HMM profiles are 𝐿 × 20 matrix
produced by HHBlits. These 20 values are the substitution
probability of each type of amino-acid residue along the
protein sequence at each position. These values are first
converted to linear probabilities using the following formula:

2.3. Support Vector Machine. We have used Support Vector
Machines (SVM) as our classification technique. SVM is
successfully used in protein attribute prediction in general
[28, 39, 43] and particularly in DNA-binding protein prediction [7, 8]. SVM is maximum margin classifier that attempts
to learn a hyperplane from the training samples that separates
the positive and negative data points in a binary classification
problem. The hyperplane that is selected is the one for which
the separation width or the margin is maximum and the
nature of the hyperplane depends on the kernel functions
used. SVM generally tries to optimize a multiplier function
that goes as follows:

𝑝 = 2−𝑁/1000 .

1


𝑥 𝑗 ⋅→
𝑥 𝑘) .
𝐿 = arg max∑𝛼𝑗 − ∑𝛼𝑗 𝛼𝑘 𝑦𝑗 𝑦𝑘 𝜙 (→
2 𝑗,𝑘
𝛼
𝑗

(3)

We generated two types of features, monogram and
bigram, using the generated HMM profile matrix noted here
as 𝐻. We provide a brief description of monogram and
bigram features extracted from the HMM profile matrix.
2.2.1. Monogram Features. Monogram features [36] are calculated taking the normalized sum of the column wise
substitution probability values. Size of these feature group is
20 because of 20 different amino acids. The feature can be
defined formally as follows:
HMM-Monogram (𝑗) =

1 𝐿
∑𝐻 .
𝐿 𝑖=1 𝑖,𝑗

(4)

Note that values of 𝑗 are dependent on the columns; that
is, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 20. Here, 𝐻𝑖𝑗 are the values in the 𝑖th row and 𝑗th
column of the matrix. We denote monogram features as 𝑀
which is a vector of the form 𝑀 = [𝑚(1), 𝑚(2), . . . , 𝑚(20)].
2.2.2. Bigram Features. Bigram features have been successfully used in the literature for protein attribute prediction
[37]. Bigram features are normalized bigrams taken for all
pairs of columns. Hence the total number of features generated from this group is 400. Bigram features are generated
using the following formula:
HMM-Bigram (𝑗, 𝑘) =

1 𝐿
∑𝐻 𝐻 .
𝐿 − 1 𝑖=1 𝑖,𝑗 𝑖+1,𝑘

(5)

Here 𝑗 and 𝑘 denote the column pairs for which the
bigram is calculated and are in the ranges 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 20 and 1 ≤
𝑘 ≤ 20. We denote this feature vector as 𝐵, where 𝐵 has the
form of 𝐵 = [𝑏(1, 1), 𝑏(1, 2), . . . , 𝑏(1, 20), 𝑏(2, 1), . . . , 𝑏(20, 20)].
We also generate Positive Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM)
profiles for each of the protein sequences using PSI-BLAST
[38]. PSSMs were generated using three iterations of PSIBLAST using the nr database with a cutoff value of 0.001.
PSSM profiles also have a similar form to HMM profiles
which is a matrix of the same dimension and each of the
matrix values denotes substitution probabilities. We generate
monogram and bigram features from PSSM files as well.
These PSSM based monogram and bigram features are well
used in the literature [36, 37, 39–42]. Note that all the
monogram features are vectors of size 20 and bigram features
are vectors of size 400. We have also used a combination of the
monogram and bigram features which is a vector of size 420.

(6)

The prediction of a SVM classifier is defined as follows:



ℎ (→
𝑥 ) = sign (∑𝛼𝑗 𝑦𝑗 (→
𝑥 ⋅→
𝑥 𝑗 ) − 𝑏) .

(7)

𝑗

Here the transformation of the data points by the function
𝜙 could be linear, polynomial, or any other kernel functions.
In this paper, we explored linear and radial basis function
(RBF) kernels. Linear kernel is of the following form:
𝑑




𝑥 𝑗 ) = (→
𝑥 𝑖 ⋅→
𝑥 𝑗 + 𝑐) .
𝐾 (→
𝑥 𝑖 ,→

(8)

Here 𝑑 = 1 for the linear kernels. RBF kernels follow the
following definition:
→
 →
 2
2


𝐾 (→
𝑥 𝑖 ,→
𝑥 𝑗 ) = 𝑒(−)(‖ 𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑥 𝑗 ‖ /2𝜎 ) .

(9)

Often slack variables are used along with the maximum
margin SVM classifier to allow generalization error depending on a parameter 𝐶.
2.4. Performance Evaluation. A good number of effective
evaluation metrics have been suggested for use in single
valued and multivalued classification and prediction [29,
44]. In the literature of DNA-binding protein prediction, we
have found that the most widely used metrics are accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, MCC, auROC, and auPR values. In
this section, we first provide a description of these evaluation
metrics used in this paper.
Accuracy =

TP + TN
.
TP + TN + FP + FN

(10)

This first measure, accuracy, is the ratio or percentage of
correctly classified negative or positive instances from a given
number of protein instances. Here TP is the total number
of true positives or correctly classified positive samples and
TN is the correctly classified negative samples. FP and FN
are incorrectly classified positive and negative instances,
respectively. Sensitivity is the true positive rate or the ratio
of true positives to the total number of positive examples.
Sensitivity is defined in the following equation:
Sensitivity =

TP
.
TP + FN

(11)
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Table 1: Comparison of performances of different features and SVM kernels on the benchmark dataset using 10-fold cross validation.

Features

Accuracy

HMM-Monogram
PSSM-Monogram
HMM-Bigram
PSSM-Bigram
HMM (Mono + Bi)
PSSM (Mono + Bi)

76.77%
74.74%
70.59%
62.20%
82.87%
72.40%

HMM-Monogram
PSSM-Monogram
HMM-Bigram
PSSM-Bigram
HMM (Mono + Bi)
PSSM (Mono + Bi)

78.83%
73.71%
76.68%
74.92%
77.43%
72.40%

HMM-Monogram
PSSM-Monogram
HMM-Bigram
PSSM-Bigram
HMM (Mono + Bi)
PSSM (Mono + Bi)

74.44%
66.14%
72.19%
71.00%
74.43%
72.68%

HMM-Monogram
PSSM-Monogram
HMM-Bigram
PSSM-Bigram
HMM (Mono + Bi)
PSSM (Mono + Bi)

73.31%
67.07%
73.97%
70.53%
78.00%
70.07%

Sensitivity
Specificity
SVM with linear kernel
0.8420
0.6976
0.6636
0.8362
0.7071
0.7049
0.6454
0.5973
0.8150
0.8415
0.7364
0.7120
SVM with RBF kernel
0.8227
0.7559
0.6890
0.7880
0.7052
0.8251
0.7490
0.7495
0.7129
0.8324
0.7363
0.7120
Random Forest
0.7938
0.6976
0.7290
0.5895
0.7553
0.6903
0.7854
0.6300
0.7938
0.6976
0.7909
0.6589
AdaBoost
0.7013
0.7632
0.7654
0.5703
0.7360
0.7432
0.7436
0.6647
0.7803
0.7795
0.7327
0.6666

Specificity on the other hand is the true negative rate and can
be defined as the following equation:
TN
(12)
Specificity =
.
TN + FP
All these three measures have a maximum value of 1 which
is the best classifier and a minimum value of 0 meaning
the worst classifier. Mathew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC)
denotes how good a binary classification is working. The
value of MCC is in the range [−1, +1]. A perfect classifier
should have a maximum MCC value of +1. MCC is defined
as the following equation:
MCC
=

(TP × TN) − (FP × FN)
.
√(TP + FP) (TP + FN) (TN + FP) (TN + FN)

(13)

Note that all these metrics for probabilistic outputs
depend on the threshold set for the classifiers. Two other
metrics not dependent on thresholds are area under receiver
operating characteristic curve (auROC) and area under
precision-recall curve (auPR). The value of auROC and auPR
has maximum value of 1 for the perfect classifier. ROC curve
plots true positive rate against false positive rate at different
threshold values and precision-recall curve plots precision
against recall.
To reduce the training bias, several sampling methods are
proposed in the literature [45] and widely used for protein

auPR

MCC

auROC

0.6931
0.8368
0.7060
0.6025
0.8428
0.7136

0.5367
0.5040
0.4095
0.2502
0.6538
0.4486

0.8358
0.8105
0.7511
0.6703
0.8639
0.8028

0.7535
0.7903
0.8253
0.7516
0.8329
0.7136

0.5761
0.4771
0.5283
0.4966
0.5440
0.4486

0.8667
0.8121
0.8318
0.8166
0.8496
0.8028

0.6936
0.5862
0.6880
0.6305
0.6931
0.6645

0.4871
0.3173
0.4400
0.4174
0.4871
0.4557

0.8243
0.7332
0.8273
0.7833
0.8218
0.7698

0.7603
0.5737
0.7396
0.6708
0.7732
0.6687

0.4579
0.3448
0.4762
0.4116
0.5532
0.4005

0.8026
0.7157
0.8063
0.7710
0.8577
0.7887

attribute prediction [29]. In this paper, we have used 10-fold
cross validation and jack-knife tests which are widely used in
the literature of DNA-binding protein prediction [8, 11, 14, 17].

3. Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the results of the experiments that
were carried out in this study. All the methods were implemented in Python3.4 programming language. The Scikitlearn library [46] of python was used for implementing
the machine learning algorithms. All experiments were conducted on computing services provided by CITS, United
International University.
3.1. Effect of HMM Based Features. We have run a number
of experiments to test the effectiveness of the HMM profile
based features on the benchmark dataset. We have six groups
of features extracted for this experiment: PSSM-Monogram,
PSSM-Bigram, PSSM-Mono + Bigram, HMM-Monogram,
HMM-Bigram, and HMM-Mono + Bigram. Each of these
feature sets is tested with SVM classifiers using linear and RBF
kernels. We further tested the performances of these features
using two ensemble classifiers: Random Forest and AdaBoost
Classifiers. For these experiments we have performed 10-fold
cross validation. The results in terms of accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, auPR, auROC, and MCC are reported. Only the
average of these values is reported in Table 1. Note that the
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Figure 2: Using monogram features. Receiver operating characteristic curves for (a) SVM linear kernel classifier using HMM-Monogram
features, (b) SVM linear kernel classifier using PSSM-Monogram features, (c) SVM RBF kernel classifier using HMM-Monogram features,
and (d) SVM RBF kernel classifier using PSSM-Monogram features.

best results were found using the combination of HMMMonogram and Bigram features and 82.87% accuracy was
achieved using SVM linear kernels. In each case of the SVM
linear kernel, HMM based features achieved better accuracy
compared to PSSM based features. Similar results could be
noticed for auROC, MCC, and sensitivity analysis. Specificity,
auROC, and auPR are slightly improved in the experiments
with SVM with RBF kernels. We also show the ROC curves
for each of these experiments in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
3.2. Comparison with Other Methods. We have compared the
performance of HMMBinder with several previous methods
and tools used for DNA-binding protein prediction on the

benchmark dataset benchmark1075. They are DNABinder [7],
DNA-Prot [16], iDNA-Prot [11], iDNA-Prot|dis [14], DBPPred [17], iDNAPro-PseAAC [8], PseDNA-Pro [18], Kmer1
+ ACC [19], and Local-DPP [20]. The results reported in
this paper for these methods are taken from [8, 20]. The
comparisons were made in terms of accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, MCC, and auROC. To make a fair comparison
with the other methods, we performed jack-knife test as done
in earlier studies and the results are reported in Table 2.
The best values in Table 2 are shown in bold faced
fonts. The results show a clear margin of more than 7%
improvement of accuracy over the previous best method,
Local-DPP [20]. Similar improvements were found in other
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Table 2: Comparison of performance of the proposed method with other state-of-the-art predictors using jack-knife test on the benchmark
dataset.
Method
iDNAPro-PseAAC
DNABinder (dimension 21)
DNABinder (dimension 400)
DNA-Prot
iDNA-Prot
iDNA-Prot|dis
PseDNA-Pro
Kmer1 + ACC
Local-DPP
HMMBinder

Accuracy
76.76%
73.95%
73.58%
72.55%
75.40%
77.30%
76.55%
75.23%
79.20%
86.33%

Sensitivity
0.7562
0.6857
0.6647
0.8267
0.8381
0.7940
0.7961
0.7676
0.8400
0.8707

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
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Figure 3: Using bigram features. Receiver operating characteristic curves for (a) SVM linear kernel classifier using HMM-Bigram features,
(b) SVM linear kernel classifier using PSSM-Bigram features, (c) SVM RBF kernel classifier using HMM-Bigram features, and (d) SVM RBF
kernel classifier using PSSM-Bigram features.
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Figure 4: Using (Mono + Bi)gram features. Receiver operating characteristic curves for (a) SVM linear kernel classifier using HMM-Mono
+ Bigram features, (b) SVM linear kernel classifier using PSSM-Mono + Bigram features, (c) SVM RBF kernel classifier using HMM-Mono
+ Bigram features, and (d) SVM RBF kernel classifier using PSSM-Mono + Bigram features.

metrics too. Particularly, MCC is increased by 22% compared
to the previous best method.
We further experimented to test the effectiveness of
HMMBinder on the independent test set also. These results
are shown in Table 3. Here the results are not the best
but among the best. In terms of accuracy, our results are
almost similar to iDNAPro-PseAAC [8]. Their results were
significant in the benchmark dataset and were similar to ours
in the independent dataset. Specificity value of HMMBinder
was among the best and only second to DNA-Threader
which failed miserably in terms of accuracy. Considering the
difficulty level of the independent dataset, we believe that our
method has not been overtrained on the benchmark dataset
and the performance is promising and can be claimed as

a generalized method after training and testing. Based on
these results, we decided to build the web application based
on the model trained on the benchmark dataset.
Note that the results on the independent dataset are
comparative but not improved in comparison to the stateof-the-art methods. The main focus of this research was to
build a classifier based on HMM profiles instead of the PSSM
profile based features and we experimentally showed the
effectiveness of the HMM profile based features over PSSM.
In the future, we aim to focus on the independent dataset to
perform better.
Additionally, we would like to highlight two points.
Firstly, the datasets that we used were filtered using BLASTCLUST. It is important to remove the sequences with
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Table 3: Comparison of performance of the proposed method with other state-of-the-art predictors on the independent dataset.

Method
iDNAPro-PseAAC
iDNA-Prot
DNA-Prot
DNABinder
DNABIND
DNA-Threader
DBPPred
iDNA-Prot|dis
Kmer1 + ACC
Local-DPP
HMMBinder

Accuracy
69.89%
67.20%
61.80%
60.80%
67.70%
59.70%
76.90%
72.00%
70.96%
79.00%
69.02%

Sensitivity
0.7741
0.6770
0.6990
0.5700
0.6670
0.2370
0.7960
0.7950
0.8279
0.9250
0.6153

Specificity
0.6237
0.6670
0.5380
0.6450
0.6880
0.9570
0.7420
0.6450
0.5913
0.6560
0.7634

MCC
0.402
0.344
0.240
0.216
0.355
0.279
0.538
0.445
0.431
0.625
0.394

auROC
0.7754
—
—
0.6070
0.6940
—
0.7910
0.7860
0.7520
—
0.6324

similarity more than 25% from the dataset before applying the
training and testing methods. We used the dataset proposed
by Lou et al. [17], a widely accepted standard independent
test dataset where the sequences with similarity of 25% or
more with other sequences had been removed. We believe it
would be interesting to see the effects of the other heuristic,
CLUSTALW [47]. Secondly, feature selection methods are
gaining much popularity in case of bioinformatics data
and supervised machine learning. We believe that using
sophisticated feature selection methods, such as maximum
relevance minimum redundancy (mRMR) [48] and maximum relevance maximum distance (MRMD) [49], could
improve the results further.

Conflicts of Interest

3.3. Web Server Implementation. We have implemented a
web based application based on the proposed method.
We call this HMMBinder. This is readily available to use
at http://brl.uiu.ac.bd/HMMBinder. The server was implemented using PHP web programming language in the front
end and python based prediction engine at the backend.
The software requires an HMM profile as input to the tools
that can be generated by HHBlits. The features are extracted
automatically by the python program and the predicted value
from a trained model is shown in the web form. The web site
contains a “read me” guide and the necessary information
required to run the application.

[3] S. Jones, J. M. Thornton, H. P. Shanahan, and M. A. Garcia,
“Identifying DNA-binding proteins using structural motifs and
the electrostatic potential,” Nucleic Acids Research, vol. 32, no.
16, pp. 4732–4741, 2004.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced HMMBinder, a HMM
profile based method for the DNA-binding protein prediction
problem. We have used monogram and bigram features
extracted from the HMM profiles generated by HHBlits and a
SVM classification algorithm to train our data on a standard
benchmark dataset. Our method is able to make considerable
improvement over the other state-of-the-art methods on this
dataset and performed comparably well in the independent
dataset. We have also established a web based application for
our method that is trained on the benchmark dataset. In the
future, we wish to extract more effective features and generate
larger dataset to train our model to be able to improve the
results on the independent dataset. We believe there is a scope
of improvement.

The authors declare that there are no conflicts of interest
regarding the publication of this article.
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